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Bowling proprietors, who are con-
sidering the shift to an FEC, often 
ask, “How much will my revenues 
increase and how much will be 
added to my bottom line after all of 
the expenses are amortized and 

deducted?” These are very logical questions to ask 
before investing in a modernization, renovation or ex-
pansion. Over the past several years, my company has 
been involved in more than 100 bowling center projects 
and I have discovered that the answers to these ques-
tions are really not that difficult, as the revenue models 
for different sizes and types of bowling centers fall into 
some basic patterns. Let’s go through several models 
from the past and look at how the revenue models 
have evolved.

1. Traditional to FEC. This is the most common 
bowling center change occurring today. There are 
thousands of bowling centers that were designed 50 
years ago that fall into this Traditional to FEC Model. 
Revenue categories include bowling (including shoe & 
locker rental), Food & Beverage, Retail (includes pro 
shop, vending, meeting room rentals, etc.) and Games. 
(Note: For simplicity’s sake, all birthday party revenue 
would be allocated to these categories).

Revenue Model #1: Bowling 60%; F&B 30%; Retail 
8%; Games 2% (net from revenue share).

To make it easy, let us take an average gross revenue 
of $1,500,000 for a 24-lane center of approximately 
37,000 sq. ft. in a good market. Here’s how the reve-
nue breaks down: Bowling - $900,000; F&B-$450,000; 

Retail-$120,000; Games - $30,000 ($75,000 gross with 
prizes paid by game vendor).

With this model the Games revenue is very low, aver-
aging $1500/week. The first step is to estimate the at-
tendance. Based on the demographic market, we need 
to look at what the per capita (average amount of mon-
ey that a customer spends during one visit) range is for 
this particular bowling center. I would start with $12 and 
determine an attendance of 125,000 ($1,500,000/$12; 
using a per capita of $15 the attendance would equate 
to 100,000 or $1,500,000/$15).

Using the $15 per capita, the per capita revenue 
breaks down as follows: Bowling-$9.00; F&B - $4.50; 
Retail-$1.20; Games-$0.30 (using gross $0.75). Game 
Revenue in a well-located/designed redemption game 
zone in a large majority of the cases ranges from 
$3.00-$4.00 per capita. On the conservative side, the 
gross game revenue potential could be $300,000 per 
year ($6000/week) or actually four times its current 
total. It would take 30 games in 1500 sq. ft. averaging 
$200/week to attain this level.

Also note that if the bowling center is heavily league 
based, the game revenue estimate would be lower. The 
game zone needs to be out in the open and have high 
ceilings, with a good redemption prize center (as a part 
of the bowling desk) to attain this level of revenue.

2. The Plus One Model. This second most common 
model is a bowling center that has added one FEC 
attraction, such as laser tag, soft play, glow mini golf or 
bumper cars. Five years ago, billiard tables and a pro 
shop could account for the revenues that now only an 
FEC attraction can make up, as birthday parties and 
families have impacted FEC revenue. Also, smoking 
bans have impacted the bowling revenue models.
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In order to follow the Plus One Model, additional space 
is required in a bowling center. Examples include mov-
ing the pro shop, moving or eliminating the manager’s 
office, eliminating extra pool tables whose revenues 
have been on the decline.

Revenue Model #2: Bowling 40%; F&B 30%; Retail 
4%; Games 20%; Attractions 6%.

The per capita for the above listed attractions fall within 
predictable ranges. For example, a 2500 sq. ft. one 
level laser tag (16 packs) should earn in one year what 
it cost and its per capita would fall between $1.20 and 
$2.00. The games per capita would remain in the same 
ranges of $3.00-$4.00 per capita but will trend to the 
higher side (here we use $4.00 from actual financial 
experience) as the bowling center has more open play.

What is the required gross revenue to make this model 
work? About $2 million, or an increase of 33 per-
cent over Model #1, given the following breakdown: 
Bowling- $800,000; F&B-$600,000; Retail-$80,000; 
Games-$400,000; Laser Tag-$120,000.

See how the model has changed? The following 
is an example of the financials for a 24-lane cen-
ter in 2005 with $1,800,000 in gross revenues, 
120,000 attendance and $15 per capita: Bowl-
ing-$712,000-40%-$6.00 per cap; Bar-$821,000-
45.6%-$6.84 per cap; Games-$181,000-10%-$1.50 
per cap; Billiards-$30,000-1.6%-$0.24 per cap; Vend-
ing-$25,000-1.4%-$0.21 per cap.

3. Plus Two FEC. Revenue Model #3 is a bowling-
anchored FEC with 2-3 attractions, and a snack bar 
rather than a full restaurant. There is usually one 
anchor attraction and the other attractions tend to be 
smaller-footprint and lower-cost attractions such as 
mini bowling, laser maze or a climbing wall.

Revenue Model #3: Bowling 33.3%; F&B 33.3%; 
Games & Attractions 33.3%.

For this model, retail has been included in the bowling 
figures. In order for this model to be effective, bowl-
ing, even though it is the anchor, now has an equal 
footing with the other two revenue categories, and the 
games and attractions are the marketing hub of the 
center. That means that individuals, families, groups 
and birthday parties ALL have the option to purchase 
discount packages that include games and attractions. 
In this model, the per capita can be lower (due to these 
discount packages) but the attendance is increased (if 
the market demographics are also in line).

4. All-In FEC. This is a full blown bowling-anchored 
FEC with a restaurant/bar lounge and snack bar and is 
larger in size than Revenue Model #3. This is a new-
center model with the entire center being operated on 
debit-card system. In some cases the Games & Attrac-
tions would exceed the bowling revenues.

Revenue Model #4: Bowling 25%; F&B 25%, FEC: 
Games & Attractions 50%.

As an example, the actual financials for an All-In FEC 
is follows: 40,000 sq. ft.; 24 lanes (20 + 4 VIP); 60 
Games, 3 Attractions; Restaurant/Snack Bar. Annual 
Gross Revenues-$2,500,000. Total cost including land/
building/equipment-$7.5 million. Per capita $20.00. 
Games-$920,000-37%-$7.36 per cap;

Laser Tag-$200,000-8%-$1.60 per capita; 2 other at-
tractions-$120,000-4.8%-$0.96 per cap; Open Play 
Bowling (no leagues)-$600,000-24%-$4.80 per cap; 
Shoe Rental-$160,000-6.4%-$1.28 per cap; Food & 
Beverage-$521,000. Note that Games & Attractions 
account for 50% of total revenues in this example 
because the food category ended up being the most 
challenging. If management has experience in food 
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operations, then it would be expected that F&B rev-
enues would increase and the Games and Attractions 
revenues would decrease by the same amounts.

5. The Bowling Hybrid. The bowling hybrid model is 
very new and also comes in different sizes with some 
having no games or attractions (other than pool) and 
some having a major game component just like Dave & 
Busters. The bowling-hybrid also can include a full FEC 
component and recently the “dinner & a movie” con-
cept has been added to the bowling-hybrid model. In 
the next ECN, I will go through Revenue Model #5, as 

it is currently the most interesting of all of the Revenue 
Models.

It should be apparent that in today’s market, games 
are the highest generating profit center, and attractions 
are right behind them. Adding a top quality redemption 
game zone is the easiest step of all and most propri-
etors are still shocked to learn that their video game 
revenues can usually be increased by three times or 
even more! Of course, never lose sight that it is really 
the bowling that is the anchor and the main attraction, 
but not necessarily the highest revenue generator.
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